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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to nonconforming structures 
 

Minutes:                                                 Attachments: 1 - 7 

 
Chairman J. Dockter: Opened the hearing on HB 1165. 
 
Rep. Vetter: (Attachment #1). Introduces the bill by reading his testimony.9:40  
 
Vice Chairman Pyle: Have you visited with cities prior to coming here today? 
 
Rep. Vetter: I haven’t, but the person coming next has.  
 
Dennis Huber: Real Estate Appraiser from West Fargo, 10:30 (Attachment #2) 
Zoning ordinance  
 The updated zone code, you decide how big the lot size  
You didn’t apply the new rules  
Non-conforming structures cannot be repaired, replaced or rebuilt if a major catastrophe 
happens.  
 
Chairman J. Dockter: How often does this happen? 27:27 
 
Mr. Huber: Fire departments in the United States are called out on one out of three hundred 
fifty-nine houses. But if it is a non-conforming structure it cannot be rebuilt. The way around 
this is to get a variance, but they aren’t designed for that. Is eminent domain available for 
economic development? No we outlawed that. I hope that this committee will stand up for 
home owner property rights. 41:22  
 
Rep K. Koppelman: Who wins when the houses are zoned historical?  
 
Mr. Huber: I am not sure who wins. But of you are on the register of historic homes, that 
supersedes these other things.  
 
Rep. Ertelt:  Do you know the current status of the last case you spoke about? 
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Mr. Huber: I believe that they still live there.  
 
Chairman J. Dockter: Anyone in opposition of HB1165? 
 
Aaron Carranza: 43:40 Director of Regulatory Division for the Office of State Engineer: 
(Attachment #3) This is a zoning issue not a building permit issue. We oppose the language 
in Subsection 5 otherwise we are neutral to the rest of it. 
 
Rep K. Koppelman: Have you been in contact with the sponsors of the bill? 
 
Mr. Carranza: No, we have not. But we would like to work together to come up with a 
workable solution that doesn’t jeopardize state participation and the federal program.  
 
Bernie Dardis: President, Board of Commissioners in West Fargo. (Attachment #4). 
Any time you have a fire situation like you stated we would like those folks to come to us, the 
planning and zoning Commission to work on that on a one to one basis. Our city has changed 
very rapidly and that is a good thing. There are times where we have had to change our 
zoning. Non- conforming use and non-conforming structures are very different. In all due 
respect, this authority and decision making should be kept at the local level. 
 
Rep. Ertelt:  In a case there is substantial damage, if an individual comes to you, would you 
tell them to rebuild? Should individuals have to go before the city commission or zoning board 
to beg for their property rights to use the property in the same manner that it has been used? 
 
Mr. Dardis: Has the property been damaged? I would hope that the city of West Fargo’s, 
City commissioners and its staff would never ever have anyone have to beg to stay in their 
own residence. Having served on Governor Burgum’s and Governor Dayton’s joint task force, 
the gentleman that proceeded me that talks about flood insurance, the city of West Fargo is 
very fortunate to have built our Cheyenne Diversion, and much of our city is protected but at 
the same time the flood insurance issue of its self, if one has not studied that through FEMA, 
and through the National Flood Insurance program it could be absolutely devastating if we 
do not continue to change the zoning because it is the flood plain. There are many issues 
here that one would have to look at on a case by case basis. When the city of Fargo, when 
they recognized the issue the local authorities readdressed it and made it work. Those folks 
are still in their home. I remember reading about it. I thought it was an absolute tragedy. 
There are avenues that on a case by case would be addressed.   
 
Rep K. Koppelman: Do you have any solutions for elderly people that don’t know they can 
go to the city for help?  
 
Mr. Dardis: I would think that any elected official would help if someone had issues with their 
local bank. That we would be receptive to find a solution to the issue that’s at hand. Certainty 
that is what our community would do.54:30 
 
Ken Vein: (Attachment #5) (Presented testimony from Howard Swanson, City Attorney for 
Grand Forks.) Howard has looked at this from two bases, one of them is legal as in the 
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language, and how it is presented and one would be more of the policy implications. So of 
that would be city planning, building inspections, such as building permits and the like.  
 
Chairman J. Dockter:  Anyone else in opposition? 
 
Natalie Pierce: North Dakota Planning Association. 58:58 (Attachment #6). Read her 
testimony. I think the lenders could get more educated so there isn’t such a rigid standard. 
The supporters of this bill are just looking at today, as planners we have to look 30 or 50 
years down the line. You have new priorities’ that come up with time, things change. Every 
community has to make that decision based on their priorities, that should not be done at a 
state level.  The issues are on the planning and the lending side. There is a number of things 
wrong with this bill. 1:03:43 
 
Rep K. Koppelman: Some cities have always done this on a local level. Is Fargo in trouble 
right now with flood insurance? 
 
Ms. Pierce: It’s not worded right in this bill; the way it is? 
 
Rep K. Koppelman: So if the wording were repaired you think it would pass?  
 
Ms. Peirce: On the flood insurance front that could be fixed, but there are other problems 
with this bill. 
 
Chairman J. Dockter: Anyone else in Opposition with HB1165? 
 
Russel Neubaum: 1:05:35 - I am the city coordinator and planning zone secretary, the 
building official, building inspector, and the flood plain manger, of Beulah, I see what’s in the 
bill is needed in certain areas. Non-complying structure and non-complying zoning are two 
different things. The cost to the communities to re-write their codes would be a lot and some 
can’t afford it.  
 
Chairman J. Docker: Anyone else is opposition to HB1165? 
 
Bill Wocken: North Dakota League of Cities. (Attachment #7).  
 
Chairman J. Dockter: Closed the hearing on HB1165 
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Minutes:                                                 1 

 
Chairman J. Dockter: Opens for committee work.  
 
Rep. Ertelt: (Handout #1)  Explained a proposed amendment. This to address the concern 
about flood plain management ordinances. Rep. Vetter could clarify it better. Made a motion 
to adopt the amendment.  
 
Rep. Vetter: This sits in three sections of law that is why it is repeated three times. The 
purpose of the amendment is to take care of flood language refers back to the law so it takes 
care of the issues other than the argument over authority. The state engineers are okay with 
this but the planners in the cities are still opposed to the bill based on the authority argument.  
 
Rep. Magrum: Second the motion.  
 
Voice vote carried.  
 
Rep. Magrum: Made a do pass as amended motion.  
 
Rep. Ertelt:  Second the motion  
 
Rep. Johnson: Did you determine there are no conflicts (the rest inaudible).  
 
Rep. Vetter: It only has to do with zoning, it has to meet all building codes.  
 
Rep. Ertelt: The line of questioning I had during testimony this is a private property rights bill 
and when you are in a particular type of property so you can rebuild after you sustain damage 
and not incur a financial detriment. You would have to repurpose the property to another type 
of zone and if you tried to sell it you might not be able and could incur cost by having to take 
down the structure.  
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Rep. Longmuir: I am going to resist this bill. If you build an industrial park around a 
residential house it creates issues.  When you start taking zoning versus building that’s the 
issue, I do think a person should be able to rebuild their residential house if it’s still in a 
residential area.  
 
Rep. Ertelt: Its really what this bill is all about and if you are opposed to that you are opposed 
to the nature of the bill. It’s about that being rezoned into a different zone. It’s about being 
rezoned out of your home or other property.  
 
Rep. Longmuir: You will see in some communities where there is a residential structure and 
other things around it, I have an issue with the safety factor.  
 
Rep. Fegley: I have seen damage beyond 50%, what I have seen is refurbishing something 
costs more that to build new.  
 
Vote yes 6, no 7, absent 1. Failed 
 
Rep. Adams: Made a do not pass as amended motion.  
 
Rep. Longmuir: Second the motion.  
 
Rep. Simons: This bill can make it so you are zoned out of your own property?   
 
Rep. Ertelt: This bill is to protect against that.  
 
Rep. Adams: We owed commercial property, on that property was two non-conforming rental 
houses. Where they sit is now zoned a commercial area, if anything happens to the houses 
they cannot be rebuilt. We could not replace them for the cost if they were damaged. The 
city doesn’t go and rezone they pull in the whole area around.  
 
Vice Chairman Pyle: I think of main street through Casselton and the older lots are 50 foot 
lots and new the building code is 75 foot lots. If any were to burn down they can go to the 
variance board, which all communities have, and get permission to rebuild on the 50-foot lot. 
There are provisions out there.  
 
Rep. Ertelt: What we heard in testimony is there are large blocks of land within cities and 
political subdivisions that fall under this non-conforming. A variance board puts the property 
owner in the position of not being a property owner. He is just a tenant and when some other 
board makes a decision on his property then he has to go in front of them and beg so he is 
able to use that property in the same manner that he has been using It.   
 
Vote yes 7, no 6, absent 1. 
 
Rep. Longmuir: Will carry the bill.  
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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to nonconforming structures  
 

Minutes:                                                  

 
Chairman J. Dockter: Reopens HB 1165 for committee work.  
 
Rep K. Koppelman: Made a motion to reconsider HB 1165.  
 
Rep. Johnson: Second the motion.   
 
Voice vote carried 
 
Rep K. Koppelman: Made a do pass as amended motion using the same amendment that 
was approved prior. 
 
Rep. Johnson: Second the motion. 
 
Rep. Longmuir: If a house has been in a location and then is surrounded by commercial 
property it is not a safe situation. 
 
Rep K. Koppelman: I feel if a property owner and the city has decided to put something else 
in that is okay. But if something happens to the home the homeowner should be able to 
rebuild. Let the owner put back what was there, they cannot make a larger structure just the 
same size that was there.   
 
Chairman J. Dockter:  Any further discussion?  Seeing none. 
 
Roll call vote:  Yes:  9            No:   5         Absent:   0.  Motion carries for a Do Pass as 
amended on HB 1165.  
 
Vice Chairman Pyle: Will carry the bill.  
 
Hearing closed.  
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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to nonconforming structures 
 

Minutes:                                                 Written attachment #1: Rep. Vetter pg.1-6 
Written attachment #2: Dennis Huber 
Written attachment #3: Bill Wocken 
Written attachment #4: Natalie Pierce 
Written attachment #5: Phil Riely 
Written attachment # 6: Brad Gengler  
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Written attachment #12: Mark Rustad 

 
Chairman Burckhard opened the hearing on HB1165. Senator Kannianen was not present. 
The other committee members were in attendance. 
 
Representative Vetter, District #18. (:20-19:04) he sponsored and introduced HB1165. See 
attachment #1 for testimony in support.  
 
Chairman Burckhard: Is that like moving the foundation then or changing the foundation? 
Representative Vetter: continued with his written testimony. 
 
Chairman Burckhard: We have 357 cities in our state. The other 355 are more restrictive or 
is this just two. 
. 
Representative Vetter: These are just two that are less restricted than the bill. The reason 
for this extra subsection 5, was to say hey we don’t want to pass a law and now Bismarck or 
Stanley now has to be more restrictive with their policy than what they wanted to be. 
 
Chairman Burckhard: It is not the realtor’s job to tell you this property is grandfathered, 
when you’re thinking about buying a house now? Is that the realtors job to do that? Probably 
not. 
 
Representative Vetter: Maybe not. It is going to be hard for them to know that. But at the 
same time, what’s going to happen to that property owner when they can’t rebuild. They are 
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going to be looking at a lawsuit, but who are they going to go after. They are going to go after 
whoever they can. He continued with his testimony. 
 
Chairman Burckhard: So if you have a property that is damaged beyond 50%, that doesn’t 
affect the home owners’ insurance policy does it? They still got to pay for the replacement of 
the house. If this property is more than 50% damaged, and so you can’t rebuild there, does 
that let the insurance company off the hook?  
 
Representative Vetter: From that situation, if you’re 60% destroyed that’s going to hurt you 
a lot worse than if your 100% destroyed. If you live in a legal non-conforming houses and 
your house starts to burn down, you better start blowing on that fire to make sure you have 
a 100% damage rather than a 60% because if you’re 60% your insurance doesn’t cover the 
whole. You still have your mortgage.  
 
Chairman Burckhard: I hope it doesn’t let the insurance company off the hook. If you’ve got 
a city ordinance that. 
 
Representative Vetter: I don’t believe it leaves the insurance company off the hook. He then 
continued with his testimony. 
 
Senator Anderson: Two things. One, how would this effect for example. In Minot for example 
where the flood came through and those houses were damaged significantly and the city 
said we’re not going to put any houses there anymore. Now they are all non-conforming 
because they were in the flood zone and the city said we’re not building anymore there. So 
how does that affect this situation? 
 
Representative Vetter: Well in that case if you look at that’s why we have the flood language 
in subsection 4, so they’re required to bring up their houses to standards for the flood 
protection. So if your low to the ground, and you’re in the flood zone. Either it has to be rebuilt 
up, so it passes the flood insurance program, or you can’t rebuild it.  
 
Senator Anderson: What if I don’t need insurance? 
 
Representative Vetter: Well, if you need insurance or not, with this bill if you’re not in 
compliance with the national flood zone program, you can’t rebuild because it would actually 
affect other people. Because you don’t want a whole city to be out of compliance with that 
program. 
 
Senator Anderson: I know it’s not your fault, it the two people who have been on this 
committee the longest who are responsible for the way North Dakota law is written. Why do 
we need these three different sections that consider exactly the same in different portions of 
the law? 
 
Representative Vetter: I certainly don’t think it was the two members that are responsible. 
Well the reason for it, I was told. I go to Legislative Council and they told me this is way it 
needs to be done. I believe one of them is like. They basically are three different sections of 
code. Why I don’t know exactly. 
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Senator Judy Lee: There always is notice sent to the affected property owners and a certain 
distance out from an area that is effective when there is a zoning change so there are public 
hearings and they have the ability to attend or send written remarks and comments on it. I 
don’t know of any city that doesn’t have public notice where there is a zoning change in an 
area. Maybe yours doesn’t but mine does, and I think most of the rest do as well. So if you 
have any comments on that. There is an appeal process from the Planning and Zoning Board 
because that is an appointed board, so if it goes first to a planning and zoning commission 
in the community, and they are told that they cannot have approval for this non-conforming 
use of variance, the appeal is for a variance. If the P and Z denies it, it then goes to the city 
commission and that’s where the appeal process instead of the city commission. So there is 
an appeal process. After that it’s done, but they’ve already gone through and elected a 
appointed board, so, I just think that perhaps it would be appropriate for the people in the 
committee to know that those two areas we may not see it exactly the same way. 
 
Representative Vetter: Maybe in your community that is. When I said they don’t allow some 
appeals.  
 
Senator Judy Lee: I can’t imagine that in a city lets a Planning and Zoning commission make 
a decision when it is a unelected board, an appointed board without automatically going to 
the city council or city commission or having an opportunity to do that. But every decision by 
an appointed board of which I am aware of and I know a fair number of them; it automatically 
goes after they’ve vetted it and recommended whatever the outcome is and they bring it to 
the City Commission and that’s where the final decision is made. So the people from the 
League of Cities can tell you how many cities that might not take place in, but I don’t believe 
it’s an arbitrary choice of a local committee to let a Planning and Zoning Commission make 
a final decision, without any opportunity for appeal. 
 
Representative Vetter: As far as the notices concerned, sure maybe when they first change 
the zoning ordinance they might send something out, but do they actually let the people know 
of the actual implications of their new quotes grandfather status. Okay. Most of the people 
that go and people won’t buy those properties, they have no idea that they are non-
conforming. (Ex. cited)  
 
Senator Judy Lee: Did he have an attorney’s opinion done because that would have been 
a really good idea? You know people who pay cash avoid some of the costs involved and so 
if they are going to save more than $100, its more now, and not have an attorney’s opinion 
done, even then they might find out about a lot of stuff. 
 
Representative Vetter: It might not have been a good decision for him.  
 
Senator Dotzenrod: To answer Senator Anderson’s question. Section 1 of the bill is 
counties, section 2 is cities and section 3 is townships. 
 
Dennis Huber, (26:10-43:03) appraiser based out of West Fargo. Written attachment #2. 
Mr. Huber went off script in parts of his testimony to further explain his testimony.  
 
Chairman Burckhard: Should the banks be aware of that?  
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Mr. Dennis Huber continued with his testimony. There will be risk for the bank loan. Ex. cited 
(39:48). 
 
Chairman Burckhard called for those in favor of HB1165. Any opposition to HB1165. 
 
Bill Wocken, North Dakota League of Cities, spoke in opposition to HB1165. Written 
attachment #3 (43:40-45:25). 
 
Natalie Pierce: North Dakota Planning Association. City of Mandan Planner. (46:07-
54:51) Written attachment #4. She spoke in opposition to HB1165. She also handed out 
testimony from Mr. Phil Riely, Mayor of Watford City, who couldn’t attend today, but wanted 
it on the record. (Written attachment #5) 
 
Senator Anderson: Maybe we need to get the insurance commissioner here to answer this 
question. But I think your first question was built around the fact that if somebody has house 
or home insurance and a fire destroys 60% of their house, the insurance company only wants 
to pay for that 60%, but now that person can no longer rebuild there because they are out of 
compliance with the zoning. So they have 60% of the money for their old house and they are 
forced to go someplace else and build another house which they cannot afford to do with the 
60% of money that they had. Tell me how that works and help me to understand that.  
 
Ms. Natalie Pierce: I apologized that I am not versed in the insurance side of things so 
hopefully we can get answers to those questions from someone who does understand that. 
Again the amendments that we proposed if it were a primary residence, a case like that where 
someone’s primary residence that they with the amendments proposed that could happen. 
They would have an opportunity often times their non-conform means based on being too 
close to a property line and if they are able to move that structure back, they may become 
non-conforming or maybe not perfectly non-conforming but certainly reduced the non-
conformity to give a greater setback. You may have a case where a home is actually on the 
neighbors’ property and we certainly don’t want them to build again in that spot on the 
neighbors’ property. So shifting back would certainly help and this would allow them to do 
that.  
 
Senator Judy Lee: you mentioned in your copy here, and I think it is important to reiterate 
the fact that the 50% or more damage requires to meet really what it amounts to is building 
code. Maybe we need to clarify that. If the footprint is there it is maintained. But I have heard 
for many years that if more than 50% damage occurs or is a house if moved in after they’ve 
been approved to move a house in to a vacant lot, that they have to meet current code 
because the value is enhanced. So it’s got to be a new electrical service and not the old kinds 
of electrical services that we used to have. Plumbing has to be up to code, and all of those 
kinds of things. Everything else doesn’t have to be, you don’t have to put in a new kitchen. 
But the point is, I think it is important just to delineate the fact that my understanding is that 
the 50% requirement to meet the new code is not necessarily always the zoning code. But 
would be building code which is a very different thing. 
 
Ms. Natalie Pierce: The 50% is really sort of arbitrary but basically the function of that is so 
say if something is non-conforming and it is over ½ destroyed, it is time for it to move on. In 
terms of building code, we do have that in our amendment. Just to be very clear that if this 
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allows someone to rebuild that they would have to do it, completely up to code. To meet the 
current building code.  
 
Ken Vein: City Council Member (58:49-1:04:25) for the City of Grand Forks. I am Vice 
President of the City Council. I am also a former member of the Grand Forks Planning and 
Zoning Commission and part of my testimony during the 1997 flood I was the City Engineer 
Public Works Director and Planning and Zoning Commission member. I am pretty familiar 
with what happens with damage, in this case quite significant, but in other cases not so much. 
I am here to be in opposition to HB1165. Mr. Vein presented testimony from Brad Gengler. 
(Written testimony# 6). He also handed out testimony from Senator Kreun which Mr. Vein 
referenced in his testimony (Written attachment #7). 
 
Senator Judy Lee: What if you’ve got somebody in one of these transitional neighborhoods 
that really isn’t taking care of the property. What is Grand Forks able to do if you take care of 
your house and I live next door and I’ve got garbage in, never mind the health and safety? 
The garage door is falling off, that kind of stuff. What can me do to help me get me back into 
compliance so that you don’t have to look at this when you back out of the driveway? 
 
Mr. Ken Vein: Unfortunately, we have that happen more often sometimes that I want. It is a 
lengthy extremely difficult process. We have the neighbors coming into us, and they usually 
take it to the City/County Health Department who goes out there and serves that; then that 
does come back through a process that ultimately ends up at the city council and the latest 
one we tried to work with him to get some type of actually assistance. We’ve actually gone 
out and helped clean their place out to try to bring it back into compliance. Unfortunately, in 
many cases that is an order. They bring it right back again. We get to the point where the 
current one we actually understanding that once he’s gone we probably have to demolish the 
house because of the condition that it’s got in. Again, we follow our health code to have that 
demolition take place.  
 
Senator Kreun, District 42. (1:06:40) A lot of these issues have been brought forward when 
I was on the City Council, Tax Equalization Board and Planning and Zoning Commission 
through this whole thing. Senator Kreun referenced attachments (#7) introduced attachments 
(#8, # 9 pgs.1-7, #10) with introduction and explanation of HB1165.  
 
Chairman Burckhard: How old are these homes?  
 
Senator Kreun: These homes were probably built in the 1930’s and 1940’s and even as late 
as the 1950’s. When that particular lot is 1400 square feet. The lot is 1400 square feet. So 
you, kind of wonder why we have these codes in place in order to make sure this individual 
or piece of property does not get rebuilt for the safety and welfare of the next door neighbors 
and the community, the power lines, everything that goes right along with it. He continued 
with his testimony. 
 
Senator Anderson: In this situation that’s probably his only recourse, because the zoning 
will not let him put anything else on that property. So, now he’s stuck with a property which 
the neighbor knows he doesn’t have to pay for very much for because it’s only worth anything 
to him. So, that guys’ property is now almost zero maybe negative because now he has to 
pay for the demolition.  
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Senator Kreun: That may be the case in this one, but I know of two other cases where they 
actually rebuilt on a lot that was re-buildable and if they didn’t want to the neighbors wanted 
it very badly. It actually would’ve raised the price, so that is two instances. There is a pro and 
a con between each one. This particular one maybe not. The other thing I would like to bring 
forward that non-conforming use is one which lawfully exists prior to the effective date of 
zoning restrictions. That’s on the first part that effects the change. Then if you go down to the 
middle of that page, where it is HB1165, (attachment # 7 as prior references from Ken Vein 
and now referenced by Senator Kreun), he continued with his testimony.  
 
Chairman Burckhard: Did you say that your city has a local zoning administrator?  
 
Senator Kreun: Yes, we do. They do use it. Most of these developments are citizen driven 
either by a developer or in 1227 was citizen driven. That was a change in ordinance. That 
was use a change in use. That is what it is designed for. This particular bill bypasses all the 
things that Senator Lee indicated as far as it goes. They don’t get a chance to go and speak 
against this. It is a local issue. It is designed to fix problems in different cities and the reason 
it’s different in different cities is that cities have different problems and different ways of 
solving their problems. He continued on with his testimony and explanation of points. 
 
Senator Dotzenrod: In the testimony that we got from the bill sponsor, he says here that 
Minnesota has a similar law and ordinances in Fargo and Bismarck are similar or the same 
as this bill. This bill was modeled after Minnesota law and Fargo and Bismarck ordinances, 
so, do you accept that and do you think that is probably accurate and is there some reason 
that we should not pass this bill? Because we feel what’s in the bill represents what other 
major cities in the state are doing and the state of Minnesota it is probably okay. How would 
you respond to that? 
 
Senator Kreun: As I stated before, why do we have different zoning ordinances in different 
cities within the state of North Dakota? They have the same issues whether it is South 
Dakota, or Minnesota, or whatever it might be. That’s the beauty of self- governments in your 
community. Because of the needs of the special portions of the city. As Council Dean 
indicated we have in my tenure in these positions have had several different issues come to 
do that and you heard my testimony on 1227, that is a prime example of why you have 
different codes and different cities. 
 
Senator Judy Lee: But I sent a message both to the Fargo and West Fargo planners 
understanding that we know that Fargo does it the way it does, but, in West Fargo if the 
structure is a nonconforming use we permit maintenance but limit it to not more 25% of the 
replacement costs in a 12- month period. (Written attachment #11) Larry Weil, Fargo 
Planner response to Senator Lee’s question. 
 
Chairman Burckhard asked for any more opposition to HB1165. There was no neutral 
testimony to come forward. 
Senator Anderson: I wouldn’t mind talking to somebody from the Insurance Commissioners’ 
office about the question you first asked about that and if there are some requirements to 
protect people in certain situations like that.  
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Mr. Mark Rustad sent an email to the Senate Political Subdivision Committee in regard to HB 
1165.  He did not speak in front of the committee, but wanted it on the record. (Written 
attachment #12). 
 
Chairman Burckhard: We are adjourned for the day. 
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Chairman Burckhard brought the committee for discussion on HB 1165.  
 
Senator Anderson: You know it just seems to me like in spite of the fact that Minnesota has 
a law it seems to me like this could be a local issue. 
 
Senator Kannianen: Since I missed half of this hearing here. I got here basically while the 
opposition started so I didn’t hear any of the proponents now. When we talk about the bill, it 
seems to focus on non-conforming structures from what I can read of it. Now opposition 
talked a lot about non-conforming use as well. So I am wondering, for clarification where in 
the bill when we talk about their concerns over non-conforming use, where that comes into 
the bill? 
 
Chairman Burckhard: I would suggest that Rep. Vetter said that it did not enter into in the 
bill, am I right on that? 
 
Senator Kannianen: Yes, but then the opposition. 
 
Senator Judy Lee: It isn’t clear and that is the problem. 
 
Senator Kannianen: Their concern was that it still was affected, so I am seeking clarification 
on how that might be.  
 
Senator Anderson: The contention is of course by the people who sponsored the bill is that 
these zoning requirements take away the property rights from individuals because 
particularly examples they gave when a house is damaged and the ordinance says that we 
don’t those there anymore because we’ve changed the zoning now from R2 to R1 or R1 to 
R2, or whatever the zoning is. Now you have a non-compliant use. If damage is over 50% 
you’re not allowed to rebuild. Then you have to go to the higher or lower or whatever the 
zoning is now, even though your house might have been in an area that was zoned R1 and 
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they changed the requirements. They talked about the zoning might be the setback, it might 
be greater now. It has to be 20 feet from the edge of your property for the setback and your 
house was built 10 feet well, now when your house is over 50% damaged you can’t rebuild 
it the way it was as you have to comply with the new rules. That is what their saying and 
complaining about. 
 
Senator Kannianen: So as far as my understanding is though like a non-conforming 
structure would be like a set- back is changed or something like that versus non-conforming 
use would be like if the zoning changed is that correct in my understanding? 
 
Chairman Burckhard: I think that is well described now. Didn’t we say we were going to talk 
to the Insurance Commissioner about some of these insurance questions about if the 
insurance coverage.  
 
Senator Kannianen: When it simply talks about non-conforming structure, that is more about 
the set-backs or what not that might change and the actual zoning changes or things like that 
wouldn’t be affected by this bill, are they concerned about. 
 
Senator Judy Lee: Maybe I can shed a little light here. If it found that it a non-conforming 
structure or non-conforming use, the option to apply for a variance is there and they are often 
variances are granted. It would go first in most cases in mostly the zoning and planning board 
which is an appointed board, and they would make a recommendation to the city and the city 
council or commission would be the final determining body because it is an elected body. 
However, they don’t always do what the P &Z commission has said. But somebody isn’t 
locked in forever because their property is either a non-conforming structure or a non-
conforming use because as one of the speakers talked about there are transitional areas in 
somebody is living in an area. When Dennis Huber was talking about financing we’ve had 
that problem for decades where in transitional areas that are in Fargo and are close to the 
railroad tracks and West University Drive, and its where your kind of approaching the Staiger 
area a little bit. That’s kind of a commercial area. The factories and the more commercial 
stuff. None of the lenders secondary market buyers, outfits like the insurance companies that 
buy bundles of loans they, don’t want those because they figure the properties aren’t going 
to maintain their value well. But it doesn’t mean that they will never finance them, it usually 
means that they may have to have a higher down payment. So, they may not get the initial 
financing they apply for, but it isn’t that they can’t find a way to buy it unless the property is 
falling down. Now, appraisers make sure that it is safe, sound and sanitary, that is their job. 
It’s not to make sure they like the wallpaper. So, it isn’t that anybody is locked into any 
problem, but I remember one in Fargo recently where there was a little bitty crummy house 
in a beautiful neighborhood south 8th street. Everybody would like to have that address in 
Fargo, an old historic street. This little bitty dumpy one because there are a few of those, it 
was for sale and it sat there on just a small lot. It took a while, but it did sell and a guy I know 
bought it. He and his wife built a new house that fits the architectural structures, met all the 
city needs and that stuff. The neighbors were livid that they were building this home. Even 
though they did everything they could to communicate with them. The neighbors well one 
woman that I know she just raised particular heck about the whole thing because that house 
is going to be taller than the little bitty one that used to be there and now the sunshine was 
not coming into her plants on the south window. She could have bought the dang lot. They 
have enough money to do that. It’s not a problem. So sometimes when you want somebody 
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else to make sure that nothing changes in your life and the only way you can control it is by 
buying the property next door.  
 
Senator Anderson: You know you have these pictures here. This house does not have with 
the current zoning enough space on that lot to rebuild it so, if it’s over 50% damaged your 
choice is to sell it to the neighbor that you can’t rebuild it. (Senator Anderson was referencing 
Senator Kreun’s attachments # 11, 1-7 from the March 21, 2019  hearing on HB1165. Job # 
34117 ) That is really what they are complaining about, but if the zoning is changed some 
actually we saw some pieces from some cities and we’ve changed zoning in this area now, 
and there are houses there but we don’t want to maintain those houses. When they transition 
out we want them gone and then we’re going to use it for the different use that the zoning 
now says. So the people are unhappy with that. Well they should have been at the city 
commission when they zoned it in the first place and made their complaint know.  
 
Senator Judy Lee: They do all get public notice. They may have disregarded it but they are 
notified because public notice to everybody in the area and so many feet outside the area. 
 
Chairman Burckhard: Rep. Vetter and Senator Kreun have disagreed on just about 
everything this session. Vetter says it is a local issue. Kreun would say it was citizen driven 
and it is a local issue. I think Vetter said it was not a local issue. Natalie Pierce pointed out 
several inaccuracies of Rep. Vetter’s testimony and she suggested that zoning information 
can be received from their local zoning administrator. I didn’t take many notes from Kevin 
Vein.  
 
Senator Judy Lee: He was the city engineer and now city councilman now. He knows his 
stuff obviously. 
 
Senator Dotzenrod: It does seem like there are two kinds of people in this world. The people 
that like zoning, believe in it and think it’s helpful and think it’s constant. Yet it has a tendency 
to bring value, to have good zoning and then there is others who just hate it. You set this in 
the ET zone. A lot of people they just don’t like the zoning. They don’t want the imposition of 
somebody else’s rules. But I was thinking about the lake country in Minnesota. They have 
these set back rules, they have the distance from your neighbors, and people out there 
complain. But what they’ve done is they have a fantastic natural resource over there. They 
are really protecting and guarding that resource. I think that same principle to me sort of 
applies to cities. You have a city with downtown infrastructure and a lot of investment, a lot 
of public money and some people that have generally have a lot of pride in their homes and 
I guess I would be as a person I would be one of the people that believes in zoning. But, 
there are many people that don’t. You have your property and its’ your property and nobody 
should be able to tell you what to do. But when Senator Kreun was here he gave some 
examples of very variances that the city of Grand Forks has granted. I think he said that the 
proponents of this bill had said it was 7000 square feet and he said it was 3500 square feet. 
Looking at that situation with that building when you look it from the top, you can see why it 
would be in the interest of the city not to have something rebuilt on that spot. It is really kind 
of a fire danger and there is hardly any room from the one house to the other.  
 
Chairman Burckhard: They must’ve built them small and close together back in the 1940’s 
or whenever that house was built.  
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Senator Dotzenrod: I don’t know how that happened at the time, but one of the thoughts 
that crossed my mind is what about parking spaces. There really is no room left on that lot.  
 
Chairman Burckhard: Some of the pictures showed how little bit of parking there was.  
 
Senator Dotzenrod: I really think it is a question of how far in to city zoning do we as a state 
want to get. It does look like Grand Forks is different than Fargo and Bismarck. If we want 
them all to be the same or be almost the same that is one thing. But if we want cities to be 
able to have the zoning that in a generally locally thought out and locally determined with 
public meetings, it seems like that’s kind of the way it should be.  
 
Chairman Burckhard: I think people that like zoning like planned growth. People that don’t 
like zoning don’t mind knee jerk growth. I think that is just the difference. Sometimes it just 
has got to be better thought out and better planned than what we’re seeing. 
 
Senator Judy Lee: I am looking at the amendment that Natalie Pierce provided for us. We 
might want to take a look at those. Regardless of what we might do, with the bill, under the 
idea of you fix it up in case it passes, if we decide we don’t want it to pass, but when you look 
through it that is pretty sensible actually. Maybe, Mr. Wocken can say whether or not the bill 
would be acceptable to the League of Cities if we did include those amendments or would 
you still oppose the bill? (Written attachment #4, page 2 from Natalie Pierce’s testimony in 
the 3/21/2019, Job # 34117 hearing with explanations of the amendments). 
 
Chairman Burckhard: So the amendments are in color, right. The blue and the yellow, green 
and red. The notations to it are next to it. 
 
Mr. Bill Wocken: North Dakota League of Cities. I’ve not reviewed the amendments in depth. 
It has been awhile since I ‘ve been in the planning practice, but I have seen them. I believe 
that Ms. Pierce did offer a very reasonable set of amendments. Whether you put them on 
this bill or not, I guess is up to you. The League of Cities is opposed to the bill and I believe 
Natalie also mentioned that she would be opposed to the bill but if you felt that you wanted 
to put something together this was the kind of amendment that she was talking about. I 
believe that this whole process is probably going to require a little more investigation and that 
maybe asking the planners to take a look at this in the interim and bring something back 
might be a prudent approach. There seems to be a new wave of planners, some of us older 
experienced people are now cycling out and there is a group of younger planners coming in 
the state. They do have some pretty good ideas in fact. I understand that they will be looking 
at a number of the zoning issues and trying to be proactive. So the League of Cities would 
like to see something functioning well. We understand that some cities are taking the non-
conforming use lead like Fargo and Bismarck have and for other cities that is just not the 
right approach. So that is our suggestion that this is a local issue. 
 
Chairman Burckhard: Closed the discussion on HB1165.  
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Chairman Burckhard: asked the committee to work on a bill that we heard yesterday, HB 
1165. It is kind of a complicated bill. I think our question has to do with insurance when a 
house burns down and he refers to the pictures from Senator Kreun’s testimony on 
3/21/2019, attachment # 11, pgs 1-7. (Job # 34117) 
 
Chairman Burckhard: Asked John Godfread if a house is in a district and it burns down or 
is basically a total loss. 
 
Senator Dotzenrod: I think the question wasn’t the total loss. He was 60% loss, and then 
the insurance company, is the insurance company not going to give you a check for the whole 
value of the home, but just that 60% and you can’t rebuild because of this bill were to be 
killed the bill, that the zoning in that city would say you can’t rebuild on that site. Is the 
homeowner out essentially that unpaid portion of that insurance coverage? Basically the 
question is, have we sort of taken value away from this home owner? Because the 
homeowner insurance, if they can’t rebuild, because that is what this local zoning does they 
can’t rebuild if the damage is over 50%. So have we by imposing that zoning requirement, 
putting that on the home owner, if there is a fire and has that homeowner been deprived by 
the zoning ordinance of the value of their home, or the residual value after their home? They 
are not going to get, as an example of a $200,000 house and he had a 60% loss, there is 
$80,000 there that the insurance company probably won’t give you. We were wondering if 
that was how it works? 
 
Mr. John Godfread: North Dakota Insurance Commissioner. Generally, the insurance is 
used to get you back to your state. Right, so if it will take you back from whatever the cost it 
is to get you back to what you were. Essentially. I guess to answer the question if. I will open 
up by saying I know a lot about of things. I know very little about zoning and this area. But I 
will do my best. We may take it back and have to bring it back down again. If I understand 
this bill correctly, if there is a 51% loss of the home, so more than half, this would not allow 
them to rebuild it, is that. The city would now have the option to say that if it’s more than 51% 
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loss. Insurance is generally meant to get you back to your pre-loss state. So that would be 
the 60% of your damage would pay you back each of you normal. Looking into the zoning 
pieces there I don’t know about that. 
 
Jeff Ubben, Deputy Insurance Commissioner, General Council. So I can tell you in my 6 
years of the department this question hasn’t come up before. It is a question of first 
impression. What I can tell you for certain is that the insurance company isn’t going to pay 
you more than they have too on the loss. So if they’re saying your house is 60% loss, they 
are going to pay 60%, they are not going to pay more than that. So how that fits in with the 
rest of the bill or what unintended consequences the rest of the bill might have on somebody 
looking to rebuild or not, I guess I don’t feel good to answer right now.  
 
Chairman Burckhard: So possibly the owner is out $80,000 in this case if it is a $200,000 
house, but is there more homework that we need to do on this topic? 
 
Mr. Jeff Ubben: I don’t know if we can give you a better answer than what we’ve given so 
far today, so I guess that is your discretion.  
 
Senator Judy Lee: I was just going to add that if you looked at those photos you will see 
that there has been a significant fire, but that lot is a 3500 square foot lot, is that correct? No, 
1400 square lot. But a 1400 square foot lot and the city does not want to continue because 
of fire reasons. The fire chief even said you know there is so few feet between the structures 
they don’t want that to happen. So that’s how the zoning kind of gets involved with the whole 
thing. So this is more than just what the insurance company pay and we don’t want to short 
change anybody there. But we can’t, and I don’t think we want to, require the city to allow 
somebody to rebuild in a place where they shouldn’t build for other reasons. Whatever that 
might be. That is the complication.  
 
Senator Diane Larson: In effect it would be total loss to a homeowner. 
 
Senator Kreun: Here is what the city attorney said. He said it is fair market value will be less. 
That came from the Grand Forks City Attorney.  
 
Chairman Burckhard: So, Senator Kreun if there was a total loss or 60% loss, and the 
insurance company would only repay them 60% would the city cough up the other 40% if 
they couldn’t rebuild it? 
 
Senator Kreun: Probably not.  
 
Senator Judy Lee: Then it’s the city’s zoning that has decided. 
 
Senator Kreun: If you look at the testimony that I handed out, it starts with HB 1165 right on 
top (Attachment # 1), we do address that on the second page under comments regarding 
House Bill 1165.  The argument that a mortgage or owner would be at risk in the event that 
they were unable to rebuild the structure after substantial damage, more than 50% ignores 
the typical requirement of having property insurance with the owner and or mortgagee names 
as the insured. In the event of destruction by fire, weather etc, the insured would receive the 
benefits of the insurance policy of any subsequent reconstruction at the fair market value and 
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would require compliance within the then existing code. Now, what does that mean, fair 
market value. I am assuming if it’s a total loss, its fair market value and you can’t rebuild. 
That’s the way our attorney did the research when these were put into place. These non-
conforming units. Now, I am not an attorney and what not, but I can get you his opinion if you 
would like to this group or whatever. Because he is the one that did the research and he’s 
the one that wrote that particular piece of information.  
 
Mr. John Godfread: I guess the way again having a first impression on this the way the think 
the we would interpret that and I believe the way many insurance companies would interpret 
that would be the fair market value of what it would cost you that 60%. It doesn’t say it’s a 
fair market value of the home, it’s the fair market value of the reconstruction. So, that to me 
is where the fight would be. As Deputy Commissioner Ubben mentioned, you can anticipate 
a fight there, I would imagine. The insurance company will pay to the contract, and if there’s 
belief that you can repair the home and get you back to what you were insuring, that they will 
fight that.  
 
Senator Diane Larson: It does seem though that if I am living in a non-conforming home 
and I do have a fire, which destroys 60% of the value of my house, and then the city zoning 
says I can’t rebuild because it is in a non-conforming home, then the value of what I’ve lost 
is the entire value of the home. You can’t get me back to where I was. Right. 
 
Mr. Jeff Ubben: That is likely not a covered loss under the policy. I agree he’s lost it all, but 
that insurance policy isn’t going to cover. A covered loss comes from things like fire, wind, 
hail, but not city zoning laws. I don’t think I’ve ever seen a policy that says we’ll reimburse 
you if the city zoning laws reduce your property value. So I think what the commissioner said 
originally was correct in that they will be reimbursed the fair market value of what was 
damaged by fire, not by what the city took through their zoning laws.  
 
Senator Dotzenrod: Well, Mr. Godfread, I am wondering the way the insurance business 
works. I am just thinking that if you were an agent in the city of Grand Forks, and you had 
one of these homes and it was a nonconforming home you’re probably someone who is going 
to be selling a policy trying to make sure that you don’t insure that house for very much 
because its’ got some handicaps, some problems that you can see as an insurance agent. I 
don’t know if there are any rules within the profession that guide any agents in trying to decide 
what level of coverage they would provide. But it would seem to me that if I was an agent I 
would be very hesitant to try to have a policy that provides coverage that was maybe you 
would insure it for a value of 75% or 60% of what you think its worth. Just because knowing 
that it’s a non-conforming structure. 
 
Mr. Jeff Ubben: These homes go through an underwriting procedures and so that is 
ultimately probably the company decision, but speaking to the defects on this particular lot, 
this particular home, I certainly cannot do that, but I would say that generally speaking there 
is an underwriting process that goes into it. I would imagine that prudent underwriter would 
look at these issues and take that into account. But again if you’re insuring the contents and 
the structure, that is what you’re insuring. They are not insuring potentially the changes or 
replacement. 
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Senator Kreun: District 42, Grand Forks. I think we’re talking about an issue that is probably 
going to happen once every 5 years. In Grand Forks, in the industrial, non-conforming. In the 
entire part of Grand Forks, the non-conforming areas in the business and industrial areas I 
couldn’t get the numbers in all the residential, because I certainly don’t believe there are 
hundreds for statements were made. But in the other we could quickly identify there is only 
four-eight housing units in the whole city of Grand Forks that probably this would apply too.  
 
Senator Diane Larson: So, without this bill though, if there was even a 20% loss, of the 
house, the city ordinance zoning could say that they can’t rebuild. No, it is currently 50%? 
 
Senator Kreun: It is currently 50%.  
 
Senator Judy Lee: Did you see the amendments the Planning Association had discussed 
from Ms. Natalie Pierce?  
 
Senator Kreun: What I would like to bring up is the fact that frankly I favor a do not pass on 
this personally. But with the idea that it might pass and we want to make it better, Mr. Wocken 
may have a copy too. Does Bill have a comment on that as well? 
 
Bill Wocken: Representing ND League of Cities. As far as the amendments of Ms. Pierce, 
I believe they are pretty well written. I am not sure exactly which section Senator Lee that 
your referring too? Senator Judy Lee: The whole thing. Mr. Bill Wocken: One thing I would 
like the committee to remember is that the loss is to the structure, there is still residual value 
in the lot. That will vary on the size of the lot and desirability, for example if a lot on a edge 
of a commercial district were non-conforming and they did have a more than 50% loss it is 
likely that the land would be more valuable for a commercial purposes than for residential 
purpose. That in fact was the reason that it was non-conforming there would be some residual 
value there. The small lot in the subdivision that Senator Kreun probably would have much 
less value because its smaller of course and it doesn’t have any ability to be rebuilt. So they 
would have to reply on a relatively small pool of adjacent owners who might be willing to 
acquire the property, but predictably at a much lower price and if it had a higher reuse value. 
So I want you to consider that it’s highly variable depending upon the circumstances of the 
loss.  
 
Senator Judy Lee: It would be useful I think to us to have Senator Kreun and Mr. Wocken 
get together to talk about the planning associations amendments and the other thing is to 
have Mr. Wocken explain what the Planning Association is looking at doing, because of some 
of these ambiguities. 
 
Mr. Bill Wocken: A discussion that Senator Lee and I had briefly was resulting from the 
conversation that occurred here at the table yesterday when we talked about a potential study 
of zoning in particular extraterritorial zoning but other zoning issues. After the hearing that 
we had on 1210, which was the extraterritorial representation voting issue, a number of the 
planning association members and I visited outside for quite a period of time. The Planning 
Association is very interested in becoming proactive and would like to study some of the 
issues that are plaguing us year after year that keep coming back to us. We would like to 
bring in some solutions to those problems for the next legislative session. They have agreed 
that they would like to form a committee and work these things through. I don’t think we need 
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a legislative study committee to do this as I think the Planning Association if they are given 
the topics will be more than happy to work things through. I think they will be doing some 
consultation as well. I’ve offered to give them the backgrounds as I have some background 
with the subject over the years and tell them what I know and they are certainly more 
knowledgeable than I am on the current practices in the industry. So they had offered to do 
that so they would like to do it. They’ve discussed it even before the session. The League of 
Cities has since the Planning Association is an affiliate member of the League of Cities, the 
League of Cities this morning agreed that we would be happy to work with them on this issue.  
 
Senator Diane Larson: I think that one of the things I would like if you do that, to talk about 
some consistency because it seems like one of things that we’re running into this session is 
just one jurisdiction coming in with a problem that is in their city or their ETA. So if you’re 
talking about that it might be a good idea to see if you can try and come up with some 
consistency across the state so that we don’t have just new legislation to deal with what’s 
happening in one city.  
 
Mr. Bill Wocken: That is a concern to the organization and to the League of Cities as well. 
It seems like an issue in one locality, if it isn’t able to be resolved all of sudden ends up on 
your table. I am not sure in all instances although the local remedies are exhausted before it 
ends up coming to you. We do have a lot of opportunities for variances and ordinance 
changes as you heard on this particular bill for example. That Bismarck and Fargo had 
actually changed their ordinance to be more in line with this bill because they saw a problem. 
Other communities have looked at it and said no I don’t think that would work for us, but we 
do variances and we do have a number of other opportunities. So there is going to be some 
variation between communities based on needs and conditions but I believe that you will see 
a lot more consistency.  
 
Senator Judy Lee: If we would wish to continue this discussion I certainly am respectful of 
that attitude on the part of the committee, but with the information that we just got from Mr. 
Wocken, and the fact that experts are going to no matter what we do here, they are going to 
be doing this study. I would be willing to make a motion do not pass, with the explanation 
being given to the Senate as a whole when the bill is presented that we are going to be 
depending on these various organizations particularly on the Planning Association to bring 
concrete recommendations back next time.  
 
Chairman Burckhard: Is that a motion? 
Senator Judy Lee: I make a motion of do not pass 
Senator Dotzenrod: 2nd 
Roll call vote: 4 Yea, 1 No, 1 Absent 
Carrier: Senator Judy Lee 
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